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Fall Leaves Card Class 

 

Supplies: 

Sue Wilson CED 1205 
Nellie’s Choice Maple Leaf Embossing Punch 
Harvest Moon Gilding Flakes 
Brown, orange, red, yellow pigment inks 
Creative Expressions Dries Clear Glue 
Brown and white card stock 
Tattered Lace Sticky Back Sheets ESS08 
5mm Be creative tape 
Clear embossing powder 
Foam scrubber, Tooth brush 
Foam Tabs 
Foam tape 
Double sided tape and mounting tape  
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut a piece of brown card stock to create a card that measures 4 1/8 x 5 3/4 
2. Cut a piece of white card stock 3 ¾ x 5 ½  
3. Die cut the inner frame with the outer frame (tape the two frames together before cutting.  You 

will have to run the dies one way and then rotate 90 degrees and run through the die cutting 
machine again. 

4. Emboss the frame using the foam embossing mat. 
5. Die cut one of the outer frames and emboss with the foam mat. 
6. Cut a piece of sticky sheet to cover the back of the die cut frame.  Attach the sticky sheet to the 

back of the die cuts and then peel back the second protective layer and attach a piece of white card 
stock. 

7.  Spread some of the harvest moon gilding flakes over the adhesive that is exposed into the die but 
areas.   

8. Rub the gilding flakes over the design using a plastic scrubber and remove the excess.  Place the 
leftover gilding flakes back into the container. 

9. Polish the gilding flakes using a soft toothbrush 
10. Create a gilded frame around the plain cut rectangle.  Run a piece of 5mm tape along each edge 

overlapping at the corners. 
11. Use a needle tool to gently pull up the protective layer of the bottom tape layer in the corners and 

then press down the corners.  When you have done all four corners then remove all of the 
protective layers and add gilding flakes.  Use the scrubber to move the gilding flakes around the 
frame and then polish the gilding flakes with a toothbrush. 

12. Attach the gilded frame to the brown card with double-sided tape. 
13. Attach the die cut and gilded frame into the center of the gilded edge frame using foam tape. 
14. Punch and emboss 4 maple leaves from the white card stock. 
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15. Ink the leaves using the pigment inks by rubbing the ink pad over the leaves.  Start with the 

yellow, then add some orange and then red and finally some green.  Dip the inked leaves into the 
clear embossing powder and then heat with the heat gun.  

16. Attach the leaves to the center of the gilded die cut frame using foam tabs. 
17. Attach the embossed outer frame only to the inside of the card with double-sided tape.  
18. Attach a coloured leaf to the inside frame as desired. 
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